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Details of Visit:

Author: pvcman
Location 2: Basildon
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 28 Feb 2011 11:00
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 140
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Super Busty Sophie 36HH

The Premises:

Incall at a well known budget hotel chain, clean and safe.

The Lady:

Exceedingly busty and curvy, lovely fuller figure. Facially pretty with beautiful full lips and very
smooth skin. Overall, well presented.

If you like your women busty and very voluptuous then you'll like Sophie.

The Story:

I wrote a FR for Sophie several years ago but felt I should write a new one as this was a sploshing
session. It's a speciality service that not many escorts offer and so Punternet has few FRs on this
service. Sploshing also known as 'wet and messy' involves a lot of fun getting messy with various
substances, in this case, 10 gallons of warm chocoloate sauce and some custard.

Sophie had agreed to do a very messy session in a paddling pool which I brought with me. After
helping me set things up, Sophie got into the pool in just a pair of knickers. We started off with a few
minutes of DFK - Sophie's kissing was passionate and sensuous.

We spent about 20 minutes slowly pouring the chocolate sauce all over each other. Sophie said
how sensual it felt on her skin and I found it a huge turn on - it's hard to describe!

Gradually, we got more and more messy, rubbing all over each other's bodies. It was a sublime
feeling with Sophie rubbing her soft body over me combined with the warm chocolate.

Once her body was totally covered, Sophie looked like she was wearing a really tight PVC outfit -
she looked amazing.

I asked Sophie to get on all fours and then I proceeded to pour the custard down the back of her
knickers and watched it slowly trickle out. We kept on slipping and sliding all over each other, as we
used more of the chocolate, body to body, mixed in with more kissing etc.

There was also some two way oral fun which Sophie seemed to enjoy receiving.
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At times, it felt extremely slippery in the pool but that was part of the fun. The hour passed quickly
and it was time to finish and clean up.

There are not that many escorts who offer sploshing services and certainly not many that can get as
messy as Sophie did. If you like sploshing or want to try it then Sophie is a perfect partner. She also
gives you a great Girlfriend Experience - her personality and attitude can't be faulted.

Overall, I had a really enjoyable time with a very sexy lady.
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